Good afternoon, dear partners, honoured guests, dear colleagues seniors,
I am extremely worried today, because for the first time in my life I give a
speech in English language publicly.
So, please, forgive me for all the mistakes I will make.
On the other hand, my public speaking in English is the example of the
achieved result of this great project ,, Seniors on line”.
23 students from 3AU and seniors from the organization Bočiai, twice a week
in the period of six months have been improving our knowledge of English
language and our skills of speaking.
SIH teachers patiently and attractively were leading us from theme to theme,
demonstrating the websites, where there is a possibility to learn and improve
the language all alone as well .
During sixty hours of the classroom lessons, we played different situations,
learned new words and popular idioms, wrote different topics and, of course,
talked a lot and communicated in small groups.
Take a look, please, at our classroom activities.

I. Pademonstruosiu Kristinos įrašą daryta SIH pamokoje
Not less attractive was and the other part of this project, that is the ability to
use Information Technologies and to improve our digital skills.
The majority of our seniors are using social networks such as Facebook,
Twitter or Skype.
But in this project we significantly expanded our capabilities and knowledge
about how it is possible to communicate in social networks safely and in an
interesting way.
We created a closed group in Facebook under the name of ,, Best seniors
group”, where we corresponded with each other in English, put our
homework tasks, that is prepared presentations, photos and so on.
There is an example of my presentation created by Power Point program.
II. Pademonstruoti savo prezentaciją
We acquired very many positive emotions
and experienced practical
communication skills among ourselves and partners in English language,

when we took part at the project partners meeting in Tallinn. We are greatly
thankful to the colleaques seniors from Estonia, Latvia and Finland.
Here are a few moments of this meeting.
III. Pademonstruoti porą nuotraukų iš Talino
Today we also have the same opportunity at the final conference of the
project. Let’s encourage each other, speak to one whom you want to, find
new friends, get closer to the customs and culture of the Baltic countries.
We also experienced very many efforts and emotions when learning to use
the new tool ,,Movie maker”, because until that nobody of us knew how to
create a consistent video.
And how successful we were , you yourself will have to evaluate right now.
IV. Take a look, please, to the movie created by Rimantas Petrauskas
V. There is a peace of work by Valerija Gollerytė
VI. And also my own peace of work.

I believe, that one more studying tool, that have been prepared during the
project, that is E. book, will encourage us for further progress, learning,
communication and to live actively as long as possible.
Finishing my speech, on behalf of all Lithuanian seniors, who took part in the
project, I would like to thank the head of SIH Daiva Malinauskienė and our
teachers Kristina, Renata and ?for giving us a great opportunity to take part in
this amazing ,,Seniors on line” project.
Thank you for given knowledge, thank you for communication, thank you for
great mood.
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